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   Before you move on to Day 15, did you take your personality test and  

   send the results to Robert?   

Relationship Marketing- Day 15 

   

1.)    What you think is e ________________.   

 

2.)    When you understand personalities, you get excellent  at   

    ___________________.   

          

3.)     Robert talked about something people have when you talk.  What is it? 

     f______________.   

 

4.)    Do you know of anyone who is dissatisfied with their life?   Yes  or  No  

    Put their names on your list of people to contact.  

     

5.)     You get paid by learning _______ and that makes you more 

     _________________.     

 

6.)      Assignment:  Take 4 people who are really close to you and ask them   

     each to take the personality test from Day 14.   Let them know that  

     you are doing a research project.   

 

7.)     What does Robert think you want in 6 months in your business?  

     _________________________________________________________ 

     _________________________________________________________  
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8.)    Relationship Marketing-  the P___________   B________________ 

 

9.)   Does Robert feel every person can be an entrepreneur?  Yes  or  No   

  

  10.)    We get p_____________________ by our personality.   

 

  11.)    Important:  Did you take the time to go through the strengths and    

             weaknesses of the other personalities?   

   

 12.)    Why did Robert say he feels he got the #2 favorite speaker at the Go  

            Pro event?   

             ________________________________________________________ 

             ________________________________________________________ 

             ________________________________________________________ 

             

  13.)    Every leader needs a ____________________. 

 

  14.)    Take the time to make people feel  s__________________ and take   

              the time to l____________ to them. 

             

  15.)    People want to fight for the right to be  ________   _____________. 

 

  16.)    Who are the people who scare Robert the most?  

              ______________________________________________________ 

 

  17.)     What is Robert fascinated by?   h_____________     

               p_____________________. 

 

  18.)     What does Robert feel is the #1 relationship you need to build?  

        ___________________________________________________ 
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  19.)    What is the #1 thing you need to build a relationship with your  

              Creator, Spouse, Parents, Family, Business Associate, Your  

              Organization?     ___________________ 

 

  20.)    Assignment:   How important are each of these to you?    Put them in  

             order from 1-12:   

             Company Brochures 

       Company Website  

              Labels  

              Compensation Plan (Earning Potential) 

              Training Provided 

              Person Who Gave the 1st Presentation 

              Product Line 

              Company Management Experience 

        Your Up line Support 

              The Sales Stuff or System Available 

               Being 1st in Your Area 

               Company Image 

           

 

  21.)     When Robert told the final car story what were you feeling?  How  

               would you have reacted in this scenario?   

               ________________________________________________________ 

               ________________________________________________________ 

               ________________________________________________________ 

               ________________________________________________________ 

 

              Robert’s Success Quotes for Day 15 

            “Ignorance on fire” 

             “Learn the skills of being interested instead of interesting.” 


